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Bio
I feel that I can apply my ‘can do attitude’ to any task with confidence and with
successful execution.
I’m a multi talented aspiring film composer,
My Interests include music, fashion, design, writing and production.
Experienced in composition for film, TV and song writing for artists
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Music and soundtrack composition
Communicational skills on the telephone/email
Video editing
Established production assistant for Television
Biography writing
Presenting TV & Radio
Script writing
Researching – factual, entertainment, guests, competition
Casting actors, singers, presenters
Customer service
Public relations
Auto cue editorial and operation
PC and Mac literate

Promotion for businesses, sole traders and services
Education

Cardiff high school
Advanced levels in
Media GCE
IT GCE
Design and Technology GCE
11 A*-C’s GCSE
Ravensbourne College of design and communication
I’m studying Content development and production (BA Hons), a course
designed to cover all aspects of television pre, post and production.
We’re trained vocationally to enact the roles of researchers, producers,
directors and writers. I also interact with many other contributors from
other courses in the context of varied collaborative projects.

_________________________Credits & Experience__________________________
I have over 30 credits on university productions as a composer, writer,
director or producer.
As well as presenting my own radio show on ‘Rave radio’.
‘Video Killed the Radio star’ would feature a variety of guest presenters
each week, as well as an exploration into a ‘New Wave’ of radio.
Having performed, recorded or composed with bands and artists over the
last 5 years, I have a lot of experience in live performance; playing guitar,
piano and having capabilities to model a full orchestra.
I worked in RNIB producing audio books in 2008.
My skills and dedication can be applied to most tasks; my dedication is an
attribute to my professional attitude.
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